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LIVING
ON THE
EDGE

Interior designer Eric Kuster took this residence
to the edge…quite literally. A trip to the lush Altea
hills in California, reveals the ingenuity behind one
residence widely regarded for not only its excellence and
inspirational design, but its spectacular view, elevated
over the tropical palm trees and scenic marine front.
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Eric Kuster

With its Spanish inspirations, the Cliff
house Atlea Hills, designed by Dutch
interior designer Eric Kuster, is more
than just your average mountain cottage,
fit with the most modern amenities and
a unique of classical and modern motifs
fit to suit the most refined taste in the
residential home solutions.
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A habitat perched on the
coastal front, dazzled in
the artful sensation within
its interiors.
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Designed with an artful feel to it, the
residence plays on its impeccable view
of the area around it, in addition to the
panoramic view of the sea environment.
Kuster creates the ultimate formula for
residential pleasure with this idyllic
combination, guaranteeing a harmonious
interaction with all the natural elements
contained within the environment around
the house.
“It’s the light and the view – 180 ° of sea
- that make this house truly extraordinary.
Consequently its interior design saw Eric
Kuster and his team focusing on paying
homage to its position, adding natural
seaside elements, including coral, shell and
driftwood, and keeping the colour palette
airy, allowing the villa and its inhabitants
space to breathe,” said a statement from
Altea Hills Estate.
In essence, the secret behind this
project’s success in this particular
residence is its ability to balance a
traditional hill residential theme at least
from the outside with a modern, elegant
theme on the inside. The structure itself is
a modern interpretation of the landscape
around it, weaving itself into the cliff so
that it comes part of its natural habitat.
“This house is rooted, in its Spanish
identity: in the master bathroom for
instance, craftsman have created a dry
stone wall of the sort you’ll find in the local
hills. With its glorious location combining
with spacious interiors and exquisite
detailing, this inspirational villa offers all
the comforts that a hotel would bring - but
the individuality that only a home can
boast,” the statement added.
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Owning an office in Holland, Eric Kuster
has earned his prestige through his unique
ability to combine the modern with the
classic, only to create an ideal collage of
different motifs and styles made to suit the
individual tastes of each client. He’s the
mixologist willing to whip up a stylicious
cocktail which is worth putting the smile
on any homeowner’s face.
His studio offers a wide variety
of different services to a prestigious
portfolio of clientele, all of whom
have seen the best that this firm has

Expanding his
horizons in managing
both residential and
commercial projects,

to offer.

success particularly in his unique art of
balance approach. It’s the art of giving
people the right mix of everything which
really earns an architect a name in this
new demanding global market.
Kuster is the author of a two volume
series called Metropolitan Luxury and
founder of the Eric Kuster Children
Development Fund (established
two years ago) which works in close
cooperation with the International Child
Development organization as well as SOS
Children’s Village.

Kuster has done business and received
wide recognition for his efforts in the
Middle East, Europe, Asia, and Africa.
Most notably, Kuster has also made his
debut with signature collections including
Astor, Thomson, Regency, Mondrian,
Martin, and Raffles as well as countless
others. Throughout the recent years,
the Dutch architect has enjoyed marked
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Beginning his career in the textile sector
in 1989, Kuster discovered his talent,
rising up through the ranks and becoming
the creative director for Dutch textile
producer Chivasso, where he had also
successful launched a new line of textiles
called Carlucci. In 2005, he launched his
first furniture collection most notable
for its accomplishments in quality, being
the finest that handmade luxury had to
offer. Kuster has done several villas and
residences in Marbella, Dubai, Moscow, and
Bali, in addition to being the man behind
the concept of the Barcelona Football
Stadium and ‘Nou Camp’.
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